2/21/16 Agenda
➢ Visitor from the University of Seoul’s student government - curious how the
meetings went and what our interests were.
Presidential Updates
➢ Faust very excited about GOHC! Great meeting
➢ GOHC - Grant for an Open Harvard College -> going live TOMORROW NIGHT
➢ Great town hall today - students very excited about it. Lot of interest.
➢ Cover photo change! This is the impression students are going to get of this
grant. Sets tone and precedent. Need to go big this week.
➢ Title IX - met with coordinator for entire university and met with Emily Miller
as well - town hall, March 1st, Tuesday, at 8 pm: conversation on what the
actual policy is and why Harvard has that policy - why not affirmative
consent?
Committee Updates
➢ Committees are doing very exciting things!
➢ Rules will be meeting at 4, not 3!
➢ SRC needs a lot of help door-dropping - around 8 pm.
➢ 2 meetings a week for FiCom
GOHC Publicity
➢ Printing nice posters at Gnomon
➢ Definitely enough money left in SRC budget
Passed by unanimous consent
Grants Pack
➢ Still slightly under budget - perhaps communication issue?
➢ Some secretarial errors
➢ Are people gaming the system??
➢ Should we think about sharing applications?
➢ TEDx supported by national organization - we don’t fund speaker events?
Cannot spend money on actual speaker, but can do other event things.
➢ Con: We made a decision last semester - face value tickets cost $200 and
students were about $50. And that was a student discount. We were
subsidizing that as the UC.
➢ Pro: Decided to treat this as a theater production. Without the moral aspect
of their ticket charging - need to go back to application

➢ *
Amendment
: amend this legislation and give $0 to TEDx
○ Last year we gave them 0.
○ Has this already happened? Upfront.
○ Considering the vote: 37-1-1
Passes by a hand vote with 2 opposed, 1 abstaining
➢ Amended with secretarial errors
➢ Amending to give them 94 cents
-
not considered.
Passed by unanimous consent
Food Festival Posters
➢ Way under budget for this event
➢ Under new rules, we do need legislation for this?
○ Before, if under $200, entire Council did not vote for it?
○ Apparently, before it was supposed to be that if under $200, Exec
could vote on it
Passed by unanimous consent

